
Movement Activities at Home – Class 3 

When we connect to and use our bodies, we get a better sense of self, of our outer edges and inner rhythms 

(energy, heartbeat, and breath). Therefore it is important for children of this age and stage of development 

to begin to learn to control the movement of each part of their body and connect with their breath. 

These activities can be grouped together or carried out at intervals throughout the day as 

stillness/movement breaks – whatever works best for you and your child. 

You will need: 

- Yoga mat (optional) 

- Bubbles 

- Small ball / beanbag / any small soft item 

               

 

1) Sitting still and breathing 

This activity helps to promote moments of stillness and calm.  

 

Instructions: 

1. Sit opposite each other - cross legged or kneeling 

2. Take 3-5 deep breaths in - humming on out breath (connecting breath and diaphragm) 

3. Blow bubbles - take turns – 3/5 turns each – encourage long slow breaths  

                

 

2) Gentle stretching activities 

These stretches help to loosen up and connect with the body. 

 

Instructions:  

1. Sit opposite each other but further apart - cross legged or kneeling 

 
2. Stretch arms up above head, then fold forward stretching arms out in front – repeat x3 

     



3. Side to side - stretch arms up above head, then bring left hand to the floor on your left hand side 

reaching right arm up and over to the left - stretch arms up above head, then bring right hand to 

the floor on your right hand side reaching left arm up and over to the right – repeat x3  

       x3 
4. Hug your knees – extend legs out infront of you, bend your knees and wrap your arms around 

your knees and stay here for a few seconds breathing deeply. 

 

 
 

3) Warm up activities 

These gentle activities help to connect mind and body, improving body control, motor skills and 

coordination. 

 

1. Throw and catch with small beanbag/ball/soft item – sitting or standing 

Try to:  

- Count each catch, how high can you count?  

- Keep the pace as fast as possible to maintain focus 

 

2. ‘Round the world’ with small beanbag/ball/soft item  

Instructions: 

- Standing  

- Support child to pass the item around their body from one hand to the other in front of and 

behind their body – repeat x5/10 times. 

- Support child to pass the item in a figure of 8 around their legs passing it from one hand to the 

other in the middle, they will need to bend their knees to do this – repeat x5/10 times. 

 

3. ‘Row, row, row your boat’  

Instructions: 

- Sitting on mat opposite each other – cross legged or kneeling 

- Holding hands, rocking forwards and backwards while singing song: 

“Row, row, row your boat, gently down the stream, 

Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily, life is but a dream. 

Row, row, row your boat, gently down the stream, 

If you see a crocodile, don’t forget to scream, AH!” 

                                                          



4) Movement activities 

These activities use more energy and also help to connect mind and body, improving body control, 

motor skills and coordination. 

 

1. Obstacle course / sensory circuit could include: 

- Balance board or balancing on one leg – 3/5 seconds on each leg 

 
- Jumping on trampoline or jumping on the spot – 5/10 jumps 

 

- Hopscotch   

 

 

 

 

- Throwing ball in hoop or bucket 

 

 

 

 

- Bouncing (sitting) or rolling over an exercise ball 

    
- You can include any other appropriate activity you can think of in the obstacle course. 

- Repeat obstacle course a few times. 

 

2. ‘Simon says…’  

- walk / run 

- move fast / slow 

- touch your ... head/nose/feet/arm/knees etc. 

- jump / hop 

- sit down 

- stand on one leg 

- touch a… chair/table/toy/train/teddy/window/door etc. 

        



3. Walking backwards 

Instructions: 

- Find the biggest space you can - walk backwards from one end to the other, and back again! 

- Challenge - balancing bean bag or soft toy on head  

- Challenge – give instructions to walk “fast” or “slow” 

                                                   

 

 

 

 

5) Calming activities 

Finish with a set of activities that calm the child – deep pressure, proprioceptive input and heavy 

work. 

- Press ups on a wall – count to 10 – repeat 3 times  

 

- Chair push ups – count to 5 or 10 

 

 

 

 

 

- Squishes – child lies on their front or back on a soft mat or surface – roll an exercise ball up and 

down, pressing down firmly but not too hard – do not roll over their head. 

 

 

 

 

- Firm massage – back, hands, feet or shoulders 

 

 

- Sitting still and breathing (the same as at the beginning) 

                                    

 


